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Product Bulletin:  

Silhouette Sketch Pen Changes 

We wish to make all aware of a few changes with our Sketch Pen products. 

To this point, all Sketch Pens have been compatible with all Silhouette cutting models. The Sketch Pens fit 

directly into the tool holder of the cutting machines. All Sketch Pens up until now have had a white plastic body.  

The Cameo 4 has introduced a new tool holder size. This means that older tools not specifically created for the 

Cameo 4 require an adapter in order to fit into this new model. The Cameo 4 machine includes these adapters as 

part of the offering. These adapters work by latching onto a plastic collar present on most of the tools.  

Unfortunately, the Sketch Pens did not include this collar in their original design. As such, we have now 

redesigned all Sketch Pens going forward to include a collar so that they can be used with an adapter to fit in the 

Cameo 4. These new sketch pens with the collar now have a black plastic body so they are easily identifiable. 

They will also be able to continue to fit directly into older cutting machine models. 

To summarize the compatibility: 

 Compatible with 

Sketch Pen Type Cameo 4 Cameo 1, 2, and 3 Portrait 1 and 2 Curio 

White Body No Yes Yes Yes 

Black Body 
Yes  

(with adapter) 
Yes Yes Yes 

 

Effective immediately, product SKUs for Sketch Pens will be as follows: 

Sketch Pen Product White Body SKU Black Body SKU 

Ultimate Sketch Pen Set KIT-PEN2 KIT-PEN2-B 

Sketch Pen - Basic Set SILH-PEN-START-3T SILH-PEN-START-3T-B 

Sketch Pen - Black & White Set SILH-PEN-BLK-3T SILH-PEN-BLK-3T-B 

Sketch Pen - Glitter Set SILH-PEN-GL-3T SILH-PEN-GL-3T-B 

Sketch Pen - Metallic Set SILH-PEN-MTL2 SILH-PEN-MTL2-B 

Sketch Pen - Natural Set SILH-PEN-NAT SILH-PEN-NAT-B 

Sketch Pen - Neon Set SILH-PEN-NEO SILH-PEN-NEO-B 

 

Most current machine owners should not be affected and can continue to use the original white body pens with 

their older Silhouette machine models. New Cameo 4 customers, however, will require the new black plastic 

body pens in order to fit properly in the Cameo 4’s tool adapter. 

Please feel free to contact your Sales Representative with any further questions on this topic. 

Sincerely  

The Silhouette Team 


